How we teach must reflect how our students learn, it must also reflect the world they will emerge into. This is a world
that is rapidly changing, connected, adapting and evolving. Our style and approach to teaching must emphasise the
learning in the 21st century.
British Council / BBC (2017)

University of Makeni

Tertiary Education Colloquium
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Challenges
18th May 2017
Yoni Campus
09:00 to 16:30

Programme
09:00

Registration
Prayer, welcome, opening remarks,
introductions

09:30

Do we have shared ideas of pedagogy?
Individually complete ‘Perceptions &
Practice’ survey during tea break

10:15

Presentation:
‘Changing Higher Education Contexts’

11:00

Q & A / discussion:
Why, when & how do we ask students to
give class presentations?

11:40

‘Designing a University
for the New Millennium’
followed by brief reactions

Team

Pedagogy:

Rev. Fr. Dr. Francis
Sehdu Sesay
Director of Academic
Affairs / Registrar

activities focused on learning…

Facilitator

David Helfand
TED Talk
Facilitator

Facilitator
Do we have shared ideas of pedagogy?
Group discussions (by Department) of the
survey completed during tea
For the plenary (15:00) please be ready to present your Department’s
ideas on ONLY
 the different pedagogical approaches faculty would like to try
 the support they need to do so
Not all Departments will be asked to present, so prepare poster sheets
setting out your thoughts which can be displayed for all to read.
14:15

LUNCH

All
IT Team

Presentation:
Practical tips

15:00
16:30

Plenary session:
Departmental feedback
Way forward
Close

(Beetham and Sharpe 2013:2 cited Brown 2015:21)

Mr Sean Stephens
Education Dept.

12:15

13:30

‘Pedagogy embraces an essential dialogue between
teaching and learning’

Facilitator
Rev. Fr. Dr. Francis
Sehdu Sesay

Today’s colloquium aims to:
i. Recognise faculty’s perceptions & practices regarding
pedagogies.
ii. Discover different pedagogical approaches faculty would
like to try.
iii. Determine the support (training, materials, resources)
needed to implement the approaches identified in ii).
iv. Gain commitment to try out one different pedagogical
approach during the remainder of the semester.
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